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This portfolio presents an overview of Information Literacy Courses offered by University
Libraries Leiden (UBL).
Information Literacy consists of the combination of these competencies:
- Acknowledge when information is needed
- Be able to find the information which is needed
- Be able to evaluate information
- Be able to effectively use information
- Be able to use information with integrity and care.
These competencies are part of academic skills. At the end of this document two further
specifications are included of information literacy, related to the competencies that researchers
should possess. (“The Information Literacy Lens” and “The well-informed researcher”)
All courses will be evaluated. These evaluations are used as input to review these courses (if
necessary).
These courses are offered to these intended audiences:
- Students of Leiden University
- Teaching staff of Leiden University
- Researchers affiliated with Leiden University
If you wish to use our services please do not hesitate to contact your subject librarian.

1. Online tutorials
The library offers interactive tutorials which can be accessed through the library website or can
be embedded in Brightspace. To assess the results of following the tutorial we offer an
assessment in Brightspace. You can request one or more modules to be placed in Brightspace,
including assessments.
Working with the Catalogue
Learning objective: basic understanding of using the Catalogue, lending books, requesting
materials, reserve materials; finding articles.
Intended audience: newcomers to Leiden, most notably students at the start of their studies.
Searching scholarly information
Learning objective: Google Scholar; subject specific databases; keyword search.
Intended audience: students BA1 and BA2 levels.
Evaluating Information
Learning objective: learn to apply a number of objective criteria for evaluating websites, books,
journals and newspaper articles.
Intended audience: students.
Preventing Plagiarism
Learning objective: what is allowed and prohibited? Copyright, citing.
Intended audience: students.
Reference Managers
Learning objective: This tutorial explains what a reference manager is and how to use EndNote
or Mendeley.
2. Online workshops in Brightspace
Start your thesis
Learning objective: define research question, devise search strategy, knowledge of subject
specific sources, selecting relevant literature.
Intended audience: students BA3 or MA2 who write theses.
How to find scholarly articles
Learning objective: finding scholarly articles on your subject in the library´s databases.
Intended audience: students.

3. Subject / Research guides
Created by subject librarians Subject Guides serve as a starting point for student research.
Guides can also be created for specific (online) courses containing recommended resources
and digital tools, such as bibliographies, full text databases, and specific reference works.
These guides can be linked to from your Brightspace-course. This is an example.
4. Online courses (Kaltura or Teams)
We can deliver academic skills teaching within your course or degree programme. Our sessions
include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Evaluating Information;
Reference software (Endnote/Mendeley);
Plagiarism & citing;
How to find scholarly articles;
Paper clinics;
LIAS PhD;
Start a thesis;
Q&A;
Starter kit PhD’s (Project & Data Management for PhD’s);
Workshop How to write your DMP;
Special Collections.

